Transfer
FALL WELCOME
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2020
4:00 - 5:00 PM

RAFFLE PRIZES

RSVP:
HTTPS://BIT.LY/33TKTSR

DON'T MISS OUT!

- LEARN ABOUT CAMPUS RESOURCES
- MEET CAMPUS STAFF
- NETWORKING
- MEET TRANSFER STUDENT STUDENTS

UC DAVIS
TRANSFER AND REENTRY CENTER
RAFFLE PRIZES

- Instapot Mini 3-quart (1 raffled)
- Noise cancelling headphones (1 raffled)
- Bluetooth speaker (1 raffled)
- Dehumidifier/oil diffuser (1 raffled)
- Bike lock and bike light (1 raffled)
- Passion planner & highlighters (9 raffled)
- Bullet journal and accessory kit (1 raffled)
- Amazon giftcard (2 raffled @ $25/each)
- Grocery giftcard (2 raffled @ $25/each)
Click here for a list of participants: